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Herz is a musical composition by Mathieu Daniël Polak. The composition is based on the 

Qualitative Numerological Logotechnique
2
 of the Hebrew Tanach. The composition is 

commissioned by Gideon Benavraham, as part of his dissertation research for the purpose of the 

quantum technological Mindlink test
3
 as 'wide frequency spectrum of Heart and Love.'      

Moreover, the composition Herz is composed for the purpose of universal therapeutic 

applications, including music therapy. 
 
 

    

   Introduction: Herz, the numbers 528 & 32   
A couple of years ago, I put an advertisement in the Jewish magazine NIW (Nieuw Israëlitisch 

Weekblad) to obtain commissions for new compositions. Gideon Benavraham called me and told me 

about his research of numerological structures of the Tanach. His enthusiasm for the number 528 in 

the Tanach and the significance of 528
4
 in music therapy became mutual. We decided to cooperate. 

For this reason, I composed Herz for harp with ocarina. In this composition the number 528 plays a 

significant role. After completion of the composition, Gideon asked me to analyze Herz. Significant 

Tanach numbers such as 8,15,17,26,528 could be found in the composition Herz. The title Herz 

(German: Heart) refers to both the Hertz-frequency 528 (C2 in pure intonation) as well as to the fact 

that the heart (read: love) is the main motivation to my work as a composer
5
. The Hebrew word for 

heart is Lev. This word is built from two consonants namely Lamed (L) and Beith/Veith (V). The 

sum of Lamed (number: 30 – see appendix) and Veith (2 – see appendix) is 32. The first letter of the 

Torah is Beith and the last letter of the Torah is Veith as well. The relationship between the heart and 

the Torah becomes evident by their numbers equivalence. If we add 32/31/30/29 and so on all the 

way to 1, the end result will be 528. This points out that there is a relationship between the heart (32) 

and the DNA repairing number of 528. It points out that here is a relationship between the heart of 

men and the task of men namely to contribute to Tikkun Olam
6
.  

 

  I. Time signatures: the numbers 15 & 528  
I. The time signature of this composition, 15/8 is rather unusual. The number 15 is a reference to the 

name of HaShem
7
. The additive value of the first two letters of the Hebrew name of God

8
 namely 

Yud – Heh
9
, is 15. The composition consists of 3 x 15 bars. In the first part (m1-15) are eleven bars 

in 15/8 time and four bars in 7/8 written. Although the number 15 plays an important role in this 

composition, this work is in essence about the number 528. I have four 7/8 bars inserted (m9-12) so 

the number 28 (four x seven) would be manifest. The number 28 refers to 528.                                 

                                                             
1
 The number 528 plays an important role in the Tanach (Hebr. the Jewish Bible). In music 528 Hertz is the frequency of 

the tone C2 in pure (just) intonation.  
2
 Logotechnique is a term invented by Claus Schedl and developed by Prof. Dr. Casper Labuschagne, emeritus University 

of Groningen (RUG). The term originates from the Modern Greek and refers to numeric structures that lie under 

literature. The Tanach is full of numeric structures. Hence, the Tanach could be considered a composition of numbers. 

Reference: C. Schedl, Baupläne des Wortes: Einführung in die biblische Logotechnik, Wien 1974.  
3
 Mindlink test: in mental therapy: test for detecting and treating mental blockades.  

4
 In some branches of musical therapy the frequency of 528 Hertz is considered healing and DNA repairing.  

5
 My master thesis at the Lemmens Institute ends with the words: What is the essence of the Torah? The essence of the 

Torah is love. The thesis is published at: http://www.joodsstudieplatform.eu/OJS/welkom.html 
6
 Tikkun Olam (Hebrew): the responsibility of humanity to repair or heal the world.  

7
 HaShem = The Name (Hebrew). In Judaism, God has many names such as Elohim, Eli, Adonai, Adoshem, Shechina.  

8
 The Name of God in Hebrew consist of four symbols/consonants (Tetragrammaton) namely YHVH.   

9
 The Hebrew alphabet is built from 22 symbols/consonants, starting with Aleph and ending with Tav. Every consonant 

represents a number as well.  
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Let us note that 5 + 2 + 8 = 15. Moreover, note that the 7/8 time signature points to 528. After all: 5 

+ 2 = 7...... 5 + 2/8 = 7/8. By maneuvering a 15/8 to 14/8, 13/8 and eventually a 12/8 (bars 21/22) 

an incorporated accelerando appears. In the third part of the composition (m31-45) the dominant 

time signature is 7/8, but the piece ends as it began, with a 15/8 time. 

 
II. Metronome, the number 15  
The first four bars of the composition build the first section. 15 x 4 = 60. 

For the metronome, the number 60 is chosen. Note that the average heart rate (Hz) of man at rest is 

around 60. The number 4 in Judaism stands for the four corners of the world. If 60 is the average 

heart rate of humanity, the division by 4 is understandable. It implies people of all the corners of 

the world have the same heart rate.   

The second section (m5-8) has as metronome rating 90. If we add 60 and 90 this will lead to 15(0). 

The second part of the composition (m16-30) has the tempo indication 120.  

The second part is significantly more agitato, ' the moving human body.' 

Of course there never will be a live performance, by a harpist, at a perfectly executed metronome 

number. Because exactness in tempi in this composition is crucial, an electronic performance above 

a live performance is preferable. The third movement returns to the pulse 60, ' the moved man. ' 

 

  III. Rhythm, the number 528  
The first note of the composition lasts five beats. The second note lasts 2 beats and the last note of 

the first measure lasts 8 beats. 5 + 2 + 8. 

Although in the piece permutations take place (bar 2: 2 + 5 + 8), the ‘528 principle’ 

remains permanently present in the constellation of time values. 

  In bars 5/6 and 16/30, the number 5 has a central position. This zooms in on the first note value  

(bar 1, first note). The number 5 is in this composition, divided into 2 + 3 or 3 + 2. 

 

  IV. Intervals, the number 528  
The first bar begins with a G sharp, followed by an F and then an E. This downward pattern is 

made up of seconds. The augmented second (G sharp – F) is the essential coloring interval of the 

Ahavah Rabbah shtayger
10

, a Jewish scale that means 'much love.'                                                 

From bar 1 to bar 2, a fifth - leap occurs. The pure fifth is the distance of five. 

In the F clef, we see both a fifth namely B backward to E and an octave namely B – B. 

An octave in music is the distance of eight. The intervals 5/2/8 are permanently used in this 

composition. Another example: bar 16: F sharp – B = descending fifth. Then B – E = descending fifth. 

E – D sharp = second. D sharp – G sharp = descending fifth. 

   

  V. Movement, the number 528  
Bars 16/17 (2 bars) are based on the gestures of bar 5.                   

Bars 18/22 (5 bars) follow the gestures of bar 6.  

Bars 23/30 (8 bars) are the gestures of bar 5. So there is a 2/5/8 

rollover of the gestures. 

The lowest note of part 2 (m16-30) is the C sharp great octave (bar 2); the highest note is the G 

sharp five-striped (bar 24). C sharp – G sharp has a five relationship. Actually, the range of the 

composition as a whole is 5.5 octave. 

 

  VI. The C2 – striped & Ocarina 
Note that each part ends at the C2 striped. This C2 has a frequency of 528 Hz. The ocarina adds an 

ever-sounding C2. The ocarina is a relatively harmonic free instrument and is therefore chosen. The 

ocarina is a type of flute, generally made from ceramic or clay.  

   

                                                             
10

 The Ahavah Rabbah Shtayger is also known as Freygish (Phrygian) Scale, in which the augmented second is the most 

significant interval. In Jewish music, one could find the ahavah rabbah mainly in East-European melodies.  
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  VII. Transpositions, the number 528  
The opening notes in the melody of part 2 (m16-30) have a relationship. The numbers 5/2/8 could 

be observed. Bar 18 begins with a C sharp, bar 19 with an E flat (D sharp), bar 20 with an F. 

  This second –relationships turns into an octave relationship. In bar 23, bar 18 is re-presented. The 

bars 24/25/26 are octave transformations of 23 (18). In bar 27 to 30, we find fifth relations in the 

opening notes. 

 

  VIII. The numbers 26, 17 & 8  
According to the Kabbalah

11
, the number 26 is the God number.  

The Jewish name for God is YHVH.  

In Hebrew, letters are at the same time numbers. Y=10, H=5, V=6, H= 5. Jews, who believe God to 

be the Creator, believe the number of his name to be 26.  

In Herz, the number 26 as well as another holy Jewish number, 17, appear.  

The number 17 is the result of a different way of counting the name of God: 10565 (YHVH): 

1+0+5+6+5=17. Bar 1 through 4 are made from 26 notes. Bar 5 through 8 are built from 68 notes.  

68 is 4 times 17. Bar 9 through 12 consist of 17 notes.  

Bar 9 through 15 if we consider just the right hand contains 26 notes.  

In this field (bar 9 through 15) the left hand contains 9 notes. 26 – 9 = 17
12

.  

  Mind that bars 5/6 are built from 18 and 16 notes. The number 17 seems to be avoided.  

The same avoiding of the number 17 applies to bars 7/8.                                                                             

 

Perhaps it would also be possible to count the God name in another way: YHV = 21 + H = 5= 8 

(2+1+5)? Moreover: YH=15, VH=11. 1+5+1+1= 8.                                                                               

The third section of Herz (m31-45) is built from 88 notes. However, this kind of playing around 

with the name of God would certainly be disapproved in Judaism.  

Oskar Goldberg wrote a book called Die fünf Bücher Mosis ein Zahlengebäude (Berlin, 1908).  

In his book, he claimed that the Pentateuch
13

 is a through Gods names commanded Number - 

Composition. For Oskar Goldberg, the number 8 plays a key role: 17:1+7=8. 26:2+6=8
14

.   

 

  IX. Duration of the composition, the numbers 15 and 528   
The score covers 45 bars. However, the composition needs to be repeated and followed by a 

repetition of the first 15 bars. That long version covers then 105 bars.  

This refers to 15. The duration of the composition Herz is 528 seconds in the long version.  

 

  X. The number 6  
Elohim created the world in 6 days

15
. This is one of the most essential principles of Judaism. In the 

number six we find: 1+2+3 = 6. In mathematics, 6 is considered a perfect number
16

.  

The 6 in mathematics, is considered double perfect because 1x2x3 = 6 as well.  

What is the number 6 in Herz? The melody from bar 1/2 is made from 6 notes. The left hand in the 

same bars show 6 notes as well.                                                                                                                 

In bars 4/5, the melody in the soprano is made from 6 notes. The total amount of notes in bars 1 

through 4 is 26.  Let us focus on the intervals of bars 1 and 2. From G-sharp to F is 2. From F to E is  

                                                             
11

 Kabbalah (Hebrew: receiving) is a Jewish religious philosophical system that states every word and number has a 

hidden, deeper meaning to it.  
12

 In Judaism, this way of counting (26-17=9) is not allowed because it is considered disrespectful.  
13

 Pentateuch: Torah, the first five books of the Tanach (Jewish Bible).  
14

 Source: C.J. Labuschagne, Het geheim van de verborgen getallen 17 en 26, Haren, 25-02-2011  
15

 Elohim (Hebrew) is one of the names of God. The first sentence of Genesis is: Bereishit bara Elohim et hashamayim 

ve'et ha'aretz. (In a beginning, Elohim created heavens and the earth.  
16

 Perfect number, a number that is equal to the sum of its proper divisors. The smallest perfect number is 6, which is the 

sum of 1, 2, and 3. Source: http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/451491/perfect-number 
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2. All intervals could be measured in the same way both for the right hand as well as for the left 

hand. In bar one this leads to 13. In bar 2 this leads to 13 as well. In this way, the intervals of bars 1 

and 2 are 26.  

 

  XI. Notes on the composition process of Herz and conclusion  
I have composed Herz at the piano. Composing with not more than the numbers 5, 2 and 8 has not 

been an obstacle at any moment. Not all numbers, which have been described in the analysis, were 

consciously used in the composing process. The appearance of 26 and 17 for instance, surprised me 

when I analysed the composition. I became fascinated by numerological structures in compositions 

and have intention to analyse own compositions as well as pieces by other composers. I assume 

underlying numbers could be found in every piece of music. In Hebrew, words with the same 

number could be compared with each other. By these comparisons, remarkable connections 

between words appear. Often, words could be explained by other words with the same underlying 

number. In music, this could mean that motives, melodies or even chords could be compared with 

their numerological equivalents. These numerological principles would bring a whole new 

perspective to music. Which numbers should be focussed on? As a Jewish composer, the numbers 

from the Torah (such as 15, 17, 26 and 528) are important to me. It is appropriate for me to find the 

meaning of these numbers in music
17

. Currently, Gideon Benavraham is applying my composition 

Herz in music therapy sessions with his patients as part of his PhD research. Because of our mutual 

enthusiasm for numerological logotechnique of the Torah, the essence of music and the deeper 

meaning of 528 in the Torah and in music for the healing of people, cooperation will continue in 

future.  

 

Appendix: The Hebrew Alphabet with numbers  
 

 

 

                                                             
17

 For instance, in a song, the meaning of the text and the number(s) of the composition with its/their meaning(s) could 

be compared.  


